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The first-generation Ford six-cylinder engines were all flatheads.They were the G- and H-series engines of
226 cu in (3.7 L) used in cars and trucks and the M-series of 254 cu in (4.2 L) used in larger Ford trucks and
for industrial applications.
Ford straight-six engine - Wikipedia
All Barra I6 engines are DOHC with VCT. They are a development of the SOHC I6s produced between 1988
and 2002, which in turn are a development of the 3.3 and 4.1 L push-rod flat-tappet I6, developed in Australia
as an "Alloy Head" Crossflow in 1981, eventually in both carburetted and injected versions, which itself was
developed from the original iron-head cross flow engine from 1976, and ...
Ford Barra engine - Wikipedia
INDEX to All Tech Items On This Site The links below expand into over 3000 pages on site, plus hundreds of
off site links, with picture tours of many of the special operations. If you would like to see additional tech
information on this site, let me know.
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